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"PRESENT UNREST SHOWS NEED OF UNIONISM NOT
COMING 'BY REVOLUTION" BRANDEIS

The Pepple's Attorney Answers Judge Gary, the Steel Trust Capi-
talist, Who Fears "Mob Rule."

h Boston, Feb. 14. In the social

unrest that leads Judge Gary,
chairman of the Steel Trust, to
see a wave of red revolution
sweeping over the land, Louis D.
Brandeis, "the people's attorney,"
sees only the need for the triumph
of trades unionism.

In an interview today, jBrandeis
brushed aside talk of what is
coming to deal in the causes of
what is.

Gar' asked his fellow capital-
ists to "do the square thing" by
their employes.

Brandeis says capitalists must
give employes the right to protect
themselves, the right to prevent
the capitalists doing any other
than the square thing by them.

"The immediate cause of the
social unrest which Gary and
others fear will lead to 'mdb
remedy," is the denial to the
worker of social justice," said
Brandeis.

"While Gary's recognition of
the dangers to the community of
the evils of concentrated capital-
istic power is encouraging, the
social unrest cannot be cured
without the removal of the causes
which have produced it.

"Gary's appeal to his asso-
ciates should not "be, 'do the
square thing by your employes.'
It should be 'put your companies
and your employes into such a
position that the employe may

be able to prevent you doing5
that which is not the square
thing.'

"In other words, we can get
social justice only through indus-
trial liberty. Judge Gary seems
to be urging his associates to be
benevolent despots rather than
harsh despots. If he hope to pre-
vent the dangers that threaten
us, he must prevail upon them to
renounce despotism altogether
and to substitute industrial lib-

erty.
"That involves their recogni-

tion that employes have the right
to combine in unions to secure,
by collective bargaining, their
right to proper wages, hours and
working conditions.

"And unless all employes of the
steel corporation and others sim-
ilarly placed are put into 'posi-
tions where they may so assert
their rights,, there can be no pro-
tection from the continuance of
such inhuman conditions as com- -

pel men to work twelve hours a
day for seven days in the week in
the steel industry; that compel
them to do so at so low a rate
that the common laborers in
Pittsburgh do not earn the mini-
mum found by the Associated
Charities, to be necessary for the
support of a man, a wife and three
children, even if he work twelve
hours a day 365 days in the year.

"In spite of this condition of
affairs among steel corporation


